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Abst rac t .  Modern parallel processing machines are becoming more scal- 
able through advances in network technology. It is now important to 
have a scalable computational model to support the design and analysis 
of algorithms. This paper describes a practical implementation of the 
WPRAM model, which has been used at Leeds for a number of years. 
The distinctive features of the WPRAM are the use of a weakly coherent 
shared address space, and the support of fine-grain and highly irregular 
forms of parallelism. The implementation strategy concentrates on the 
issues of scalability and good practical performance, with particular at- 
tention given to the support of the shared address space. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

There is a growing interest in the use of computational models, encouraging 
the design of portable and scalable algorithms. The WPRAM ( Weakly coherent 
PRAM) [15] aims to provide a flexible environment at a level of abstraction suit- 
able for algorithm design and analysis. This includes a weakly coherent shared 
address space [5] to communicate information, with data  consistency maintained 
using supersteps and pairwise synchronisation. Concurrent atomic operations [7] 
are supported, including addition and exchange. 

Previous work on the WPRAM has emphasised algorithm design and perfor- 
mance analysis, in such areas as linear programming [15], computational geom- 
etry [4], sorting [16], image processing [3] and solid modelling [2]. The ability to 
support highly concurrent data structures, such as a FIFO queue [13], has been 
demonstrated, together with the application to dynamic load balancing [14]. 

Previously, WPRAM programs have been ported to the KSR machine at 
Manchester University. Although the platform does not satisfy the theoretical 
scalability requirements, it has shown that  the programs can achieve good prac- 
tical performance. The present paper addresses the issues involved in an imple- 
mentat ion of the WPRAM on a parallel computer. The WPRAM targets a more 
specific class of parallel architectures than models such as the BSP or LogP, in 
which the bisection bandwidth of the network scales (near) linearly with the 
number of processors, which can be used to simplify performance analysis. 

* A hill version of this paper appears in the technical report 96.16 
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Fig.  1. The WPRAM shared address space model 

2 The WPRAM Model 

2.1 Data  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  

The WPRAM model uses a shared address space to communicate data, as shown 
in figure 1. Global shared data is accessible to all nodes at a uniform cost. Local 
shared data can be located at a specific processor, Resulting in increased per- 
formance when accessed locally. Executing swi tch()  guarantees the completion 
of a process's outstanding shared data accesses, supporting data  dependencies 
within a sequence of requests. The PLUS shared memory system [1] provides a 
similar facility. 

Shared data  is weakly coherent [5], requiring a process to participate in syn- 
chronisation if it requires newly written shared data. (This is in contrast to the 
more common use of sequential coherency [10].) Pipelined data  accesses are sup- 
ported, amortising the incurred access latency, at the expense of the increased 
complexity of the memory model. 

Concurrent atomic updates of shared variables are supported [6]. The opera- 
tion i = r e a d ~ o p ( I ,  c) executes the atomic sequence i = I; I = I o p  c. Examples 
are op = add and op = swap.  Concurrent accesses return an arbitrary serial or- 
dering of the results. The operations are used in the support of highly concurrent 
data  structures [13] and scalable synchronisation operations [12]. 

2.2 Synchronisat ion  and Data  Coherency  

The reader is referred to [15] for a detailed described of the synchronisation 
facilities. The barrier operation sync 0 is used to divide an algorithm into a se- 
quence of supersteps. In terms of the weakly coherent memory model, superstep 
operations support weak consistency [5]. 

Process groups can be dynamically created and terminated. Any new shared 
data  produced by a group is visible to the creator of that  group once it has 
suspended on their termination. This can be viewed as a more coarse form of 
superstep operation. However, the differentiation between process group creation 
and termination allows for a greater degree of overlap. In terms of the weakly 
coherent model, this supports a form of release consistency [5]. 
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Table 1. Asymptotic performance of the WPRAM operations 

Operation Complexi ty :  O() 
data / tag accesses log p + N 
process group creation / barrier synchronisation log p. log min(N,  p') + NiP'  
process group termination log p + Nip '  

The WPRAM also supports a form of pairwise synchronisation, using shared 
tag variables. A tag is initially in an unset state. A process executing t_wait on 
the tag will then block until another process executes t_set, changing the state of 
the tag to set. If the tag is already set then t_wait returns immediately. The tag 
can also be used to communicate a shared address value using the corresponding 
pair of t_write and t_read operations. Tag variables support release consistency. 

2.3 The  W P R A M  Cost Sys tem 

Table 1 provides a summary of the costs for operations which act globally across 
the machine (local operations have a constant cost). The costs corresponds to 
the generic form O(logk p + NIP'),  where p is the total number of nodes, p' the 
number actually taking part in the operation, N is a description of the problem 
size and k a small integer (1 or 2). 

3 S u p p o r t i n g  a W e a k l y  C o h e r e n t  S h a r e d  A d d r e s s  S p a c e  

This section describes an implementation of the shared address space supported 
by the WPRAM model. The goal is to support predictable performance with 
acceptable overheads, supporting both global and local shared data, optimising 
local shared data access to approach that of local computational performance. 

3.1 An Overview of  the Implementat ion Approach 

Figure 2 shows a mapping of the shared address space onto a distributed memory 
machine. This uses a static partition (at run-time) into global and local shared 
data areas, each divided into pages which contain a set of data lines. Table 2 lists 
the parameters which characterise the mapping, where the prefix "dsm" refers 
to the term distributed shared memory. The associated constraints are: 

- dsm_loc + dsm_glo = dsm_ram. 
dsrn_loc dsrn_~llo dsm_p,qe and ~ are integer values. 
dsrn_pge ' dsrn_pge ~ dsrn_hsh dsrn_seg 

The number of pages G for global shared data (in figure 2) is then given by 
p*dsm_glo and similarly L is p.dsm_Zoc 

dsrn_pge ~ dsrn_pge 

Within the local shared data area, each set of Lip  contiguous pages are 
mapped consequetively into the local memory of each node. In order that pre- 
dictable data access times are observed by all processors, local data on a remote 
node is requested in packets of dsm_seg bytes. 
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Fig.  2. A mapping strategy for the WPRAM shared address space 

�9 t d s m _ p g e  Global shared data  lines within each page are spread across mznLd, m_hsh ,p) 
nodes. In order to maintain predictable remote access times, these lines are first 
permuted according to some pseudo-random hash function h0 ,  which removes 
any systematic data  access patterns. Related theory requires that the hash func- 
tion be a polynomial of a degree which is logarithmic in the number of nodes 
[11]. This then (probabilistically) guarantees that p .  logp separate accesses to 
data  located on p nodes will be mapped such that  each receives O(logp) re- 
quests. However, practical experiments have shown the use of linear polynomials 
to provide a satisfactory approximation [18, 8]. The latter option also has the 
advantage in providing a bijective mapping, removing the need for secondary 
hashing techniques [11]. The hash function h(l) uses the form 

(el + b) mod Lines, where a, b E [O..Lines - 1], a, Lines are coprime 

in which Lines is defined as dsm_pge/dsm_hsh. The possible values of a can be 
precomputed in a static table, and a random element within the table chosen at 
runtime. The values of dsm_seg and dsm_hsh may differ, since the latter is also 
chosen to result in the uniform access of the local memories. 

3.2 Support ing Concurrent Shared Data  Access 

The WPRAM model supports the concurrent access of shared data. In order to 
remove the potential for contention at the associated memory module, data com- 
bining methods can be employed. Methods include the use of routing switches 
to support hardware combining [6, 17] and algorithmic techniques to support 
combining in software [19, 9]. The latter method will critically depend on the 
effectiveness of the combining and the overheads introduced by the software. 
This represents a non-trivial stage of the WPRAM implementation. 

An example of a synchronous software combining method is Valiant's ran- 
domised combining [19]. The method makes uses of the following quantities 
(where v is a shared address): 
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T a b l e  2. Shared address space mapping parameters 

dsm_ram bytes per node for the shared address space 
dsm_loc bytes per node for local shared data  
dsm_91o bytes per node for global shared data 
dsm_pge, dsm_hsh bytes per page, line 
dsm_se9 packetisation size (bytes) for local shared data  

m - A base sequence bl..bm such that YIi=I bi = p. 
- Randomised hash functions hI..hm, where hi: v --+ { 0 .. bl .' bi - 1 }. 
- Random functions kl. .k,~-l ,  where ki: v -+ { 0 .. bi+l .. bm- 1 }. 

The number of base sequences, and their values, determine the shape of a tree 
which is used to combine the concurrent data  accesses, before they reach the 
destination variable. The hash functions are chosen once at runtime, so that an 
address always gives the same result, whereas the random functions produce a 
random result upon each invocation. The operation of the combining method, 
for phase i of the algorithm is then for a processor to internally combine any 
requests for the same address v, sent to it from the previous phase, and to send 
each request on to node hi(v)bi+l �9 "bin + ki. Valiant provides very encouraging 
simulation results for different base sequences, for up to 212 processors accessing 
the same 32 shared locations [19], with m reaching no more than 4. 

Shared data  access within the WPRAM model is distinct from synchronisa- 
tion (as with the BSP), and thus can occur asynchronously. Solutions, which can 
build on Valiant's synchronous method, are wait buffer combining and packet 
combining [9]. In the former method, a request leaves a trace in the intermediate 
nodes which it visits. Other requests encountering this trace can combine and 
wait for the result to return. Concurrent read and exchange operations can use 
this method. Concurrent addition cannot, since the value stored in the destina- 
tion variable is a summation of all the requests. Packet combining makes use of 
an output  buffer at intermediate nodes, for holding pending network accesses. 
Heavy network traffic increases the chance of combining occuring with requests 
stalled in the buffers. Lighter traffic will reduce the effectiveness, since stalling 
will be less frequent, but with light traffic, the need for combining is not so 
great. A complementary set of synchronous operations could be provided, us- 
ing the barrier operation (or process group termination) as the point at which 
combining takes place, to enable the use of synchronous methods. 

4 S u p p o r t i n g  t h e  W P R A M  S y n c h r o n i s a t i o n  M e c h a n i s m s  

This section presents an overview of the methods which can be employed to 
support the WPRAM synchronisation features. 
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4.1 The Support of Process Groups and B a r r i e r s  

The creation of a process group across the machine requires a distributed solu- 
tion, due to the potential interaction of large numbers of nodes. Given a root 
node i, at level 0 of a binary spanning tree, a node j in the tree at level l 

supports the subtrees rooted at nodes j ,  (j  + ~ )  mod p', where p' is the num- 

ber of nodes being used. For p' = 8 and i = 3, this produces the sequence 
{3}, {3, 7}, {3, 5, 7, 1}, {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 0, 1, 2}, where g = p' processes are created. 
The factor log min(N,p') in the cost of this operation represents the depth of 
the tree, with the logp multiplying factor giving the latency between tree nodes. 
The factor of N/p' represents the sequentialisation of process creation within 
each node when N > p'. The above analysis can be generalised for the use of a 
k-ary tree. 

The mapping of the tree onto a machine could either be statically defined or 
dynamically created when the process group is initiated. The latter would have 
the potential benefit of allowing a randomised mapping of the tree structure, 
which should provide a more even distribution of processes across the nodes 
when multiple groups are initiated. For example, node j could send a message 

t $ 

to a random node within its subtree, using j, (j + ~ + rand(~)) mod p', where 
rand(i) selects a random integer in the range 0 to i - 1. 

The termination of a process group (informing the parent of the group that  
this has occurred) could again use the tree structure, to filter process termination 
messages towards the root of the tree. A simpler approach would be for each node 
holding one or more group members to perform v = read,add (V, 1) when these 
processes have terminated, where V is a shared variable for the process group 
(initially zero). The process returned the size of the group minus one will then 
know that all other processes have terminated, and can inform the parent. 

The barrier synchronisation of a process group could again use the tree struc- 
ture, resulting in messages travelling to the root and then back to the leaves. As 
an aside, the concurrent addition operation, mentioned in the support of process 
group termination, could be used to detect that  all processes have reached the 
barrier operation. However, it cannot be used to scalably support  barriers, since 
there would then be no information on which processes to subsequently unblock. 

4.2 The Support of Tag Variables 

An implementation of the tag operations is provided below, based around the 
access of a tag data  structure. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that  a 
process identifier is an integer value uniquely defined across the machine. 

s t r u c t  ~ag { t_unset (tag t)  
i n t  p id ;  
void *addr ;  t . p i d  = no_pid ;  

}; 
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t_read ( t a g  t ,  void **x) t_write ( t ag  t ,  void *c) 
{ { 

int i ;  i n t  i; 
i = read,swap (t.pid,my_pid); t.addr = c; 

switch (); switch (); 

if (i == no_pid) i = read,swap (t.pid,my_pid); 
deschedule (); switch (); 

*x = t.addr; if (i != no_pid) 
switch (); schedule (i); 

} } 

A process has access to its identifier through the variable my_pid. The value 
no_pid is used to represent an undefined process identifier. The operation deschedule 0 
will suspend the calling process until a corresponding schedule() is received (or 
one has already arrived). The t_unset 0 operation restores a tag to its default 
unset state. The above implementations make a constant number of remote ac- 
cesses, therefore supporting the claimed cost of O(logp + 1). 

5 Conc lus ions  and  F u t u r e  W o r k  

The paper has presented a scalable and practical implementation strategy for the 
WPRAM model, including the support of a weakly coherent shared address space 
and associated synchronisation mechanisms. As part of the PSTPA (Portable 
Software Tools for Parallel Architectures) EPSRC research programme, a study 
of the implementation of the WPRAM is being undertaken. The project aims to 
provide a highly portable implementation, through the restriction of hardware 
dependencies to a small set of kernal routines, and the use of microbenchmarks 
to select the most appropriate implementation strategy for each operation. 
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